
DAS or WiFi: 
What’s the Best 
Solution for Wireless 
Connectivity?



Introduction 
COVID-19 disrupted every major industry across the globe. As 

restaurants and office buildings closed indefinitely, a significant 

portion of the workforce became remote employees without 

warning. In turn, the need for reliable connectivity at home — 

whether in a multifamily apartment complex or commercial office 

building — evolved from a luxury to a non-negotiable amenity.

Even outside the professional realm, wireless users have steadily 

been consuming more content and expecting more proficiency 

from connectivity providers. This demand hasn’t decreased post-

pandemic. Although the path forward for many building owners 

is still unclear, it’s apparent that mobile connectivity will play a 

significant role in future success. 

Data consumption is on the rise for all industries and is 

not slowing down. 

For instance, healthcare facilities saw a dramatic increase in the 

need for high-performing cellular connectivity to reduce human 

contact without compromising the quality of care. 

Remote monitoring, telehealth platforms and a steep rise in device 

adoption and utilization have revolutionized the way physicians 

administer care, increasing their reliance on a secure, reliable 

connectivity solution. 

It can be tempting to think that the solution is just more WiFi 

coverage. However, WiFi-only connectivity solutions come with 

significant downsides that can be a dealbreaker for industries where 

connectivity is non-negotiable, like healthcare. 

In the example of healthcare, facilities should explore a mixed 

approach rather than relying on a pure WiFi solution. A mixed 

approach uses WiFi when appropriate but relies on distributed 

antenna solutions (DAS) for their superior performance, availability 

and user experience. This is true across each industry with a high 

density of connected devices, from healthcare to hospitality. Let’s 

see how WiFi and DAS compare when it comes to meeting our new 

connectivity needs.

Monthly data consumption increased 47% 

between 2019 and 2020 — from  273.5 GB to 402.5 

GB per subscriber.1

80% of wireless data consumption 

happens indoors.2

WiFi has seen a 20% surge in security breaches 

since the pandemic.3 
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Performance 
DAS solutions operate on a dedicated cellular spectrum in which 

licensed and controlled signals produce an LTE network that is 

insulated from nearby networks or increased cellular traffic. DAS 

leverages 4G and 5G signals to create reliable networks 

that reflect national carrier speeds. The expansion of 5G will 

eventually provide DAS users with the fastest connectivity solutions 

on the market, delivering speeds of up to 1 GB/second.

On the other hand, WiFi forces all networks and users to share the 

same unlicensed frequencies, putting them into competition for 

bandwidth and leaving users with slower speeds and an unreliable 

experience. When it comes to connection speed, WiFi is only as 

fast as the broadband connection it uses. Interference from 

other WiFi users and networks can further reduce connectivity 

speeds, leaving users with buffering videos, dropped signals and 

other frustrating challenges.

Unlike WiFi’s easily hackable WEP and WPA security tools, DAS 

leverages SIM-based security, complete with encryption and 

authentication features that protect sensitive data across every 

device connected to the DAS. 



User Experience
DAS prioritizes each user’s connectivity experience, allowing users 

on the macro network to hand off to the indoor network and stay 

connected at every touchpoint: in elevators, parking garages, or the 

top floors of a high rise. 

Its strategically placed antennas ensure consistent 

signal and connectivity, even penetrating through walls 

and other barriers. Plus, DAS boasts 99.9% uptime in 

commercial deployments. 

WiFi requires users to manually connect each device to the nearest 

network. They often need to disconnect and reconnect to multiple 

networks in a single venue since WiFi relies on high-frequency 

signals that are not ideal for distances over 100 meters. WiFi 

connectivity is captive to the failure rate of the router itself, 

the internet connection it uses, and the interference of others, 

rather than a private, dedicated signal. The further a user is from 

the router, the more interference becomes likely, and the lower 

performance dips. 

Availability
Thanks to handoffs to cellular carriers’ licensed LTE networks, DAS 

enables reliable, secure connectivity at any venue in the country. On 

the implementation level, DAS is designed to scale and support 

multiple bands and carriers across large venues with ongoing 

monitoring, maintenance, and Quality of Service guarantees to 

ensure success.

On the flip side, WiFi availability is subject to the varying 

bandwidths of local internet service providers (ISPs). This means 

limited options in rural areas or those where a select few ISPs 

monopolize the market. Even with support from a top-performing 

ISP, WiFi is a finite solution with a low threshold for potential 

enhancements. What’s more, setup is a once-off activity with no 

universal guarantees or SLAs in place.



While WiFi still has tangible applications, it comes up short 

when it’s the only available option. 

DAS offers a dedicated solution to users’ most significant WiFi pain 

points, delivering clear, reliable connectivity across devices and 

throughout every inch of the host venue. 

DAS should form the foundational layer of these solutions, providing 

venue owners, onsite staff and visitors with seamless online 

experiences through a scalable infrastructure designed for the 

future of connectivity. 

At QMC, we believe the future relies on accessible connectivity. 

That’s why we offer an innovative venue-led DAS delivery model 

designed to address the primary shortcomings of traditional 

deployments and provide true lifetime value. Plus, our scalable, 

5G-ready DAS implementations support 4G LTE and subsequent 

upgrades to 5G as local carriers deploy it across new regions. 

Want to learn more about DAS and find the right solution for your 

building?

GET IN TOUCH

https://www.qmctelecom.com/contact-us

